ISO to conduct survey to determine validity of contested elections

By MAURA MANDYVCK
Senior Staff Reporter

Active members of the International Students Organization will be surveyed to determine whether they think the April 11 election of Jack Myers and Margarita Villazon as co-presidents should be nullified or verified. The survey is the result of a meeting yesterday of ISO members and senior George Schmitz, the club's sponsor.

Mansour Eid, Myers and Villazon's opponent, attended, but the election was unfair and should be revised, said Naum Naun Durhan ran for the ISO co-presidency.

Eid says he thinks the election is valid and there should be no further question as to his presidency. "Marga and I did get a significant amount of the votes, otherwise we would not have been declared the winners," said Myers. "I was just a participant in the election," he continued. "Mansour is the one that set the stage. It was my way. I don't see how Mansour can say that I am corrupt." The ISO constitution reads an "active member attending 50 percent or more of the organizational meetings will be eligible to vote in all organizational elections." Eid pointed out that the largest delegations, the Indian and the Chinese, attended to the meetings and therefore not all members attend. "In fact, the head of the Indian delegation didn't even get a newsletter (scheduling the upcoming election)." Eid added.

Correction

Because of an editing error, the photo on the front page of Tuesday's Observer was incorrectly altered. The picture is a doctoral student at Notre Dame studying electrical engineering. She is also a teacher's assistant.

According to the constitution, "elections shall be held no later than the last week of March." Elected officials then would assume their positions on April 1. This year, however, the elections were held on April 11 and Eid maintains that this was unfair.

Mayer Mouasher wrote the present constitution over the summer of 1983 and it was approved on September 9, 1984 by the board of the ISO. Said Mouasher, "Everyone agreed to the late date. The vote was counted fairly. I should know. I was there." As to the constitutional expediency, Mouasher added, "If I agree with anything with the constitution they should have spoken up. I don't believe there's anyone here.

Louisa DeMello, former co-manager of ISO, said of yesterday's election, "We decided as a group that it was probably for the best. Mansour said he felt right about the date change. He agreed to it, but we should stick to the constitution."

DeMello explained that the date was changed because Winston Griffin, the ISO former co-president, was ill and spring break interfered with the campaign. "I'm not sure he made that clear," said Eid who wrote the constitution, is "very responsible, trustworthy. To say that he is a good friend of mine is completely out of context."

Eid also described the procedure for determining voting rights, saying, "Even if the head of the Indian delegation attends, it doesn't mean that all (Indians) attend and it is not counted as 50 percent. Eid said he thought the criteria for determining an active member was "very critical." Not all members attend the organizational meetings regularly, said Eid. "Those are the active members," said Eid, "doing things in the context.

Myers was disturbed that he was specifically identified by The Observer as an American when "the other see ELECTION, page 3"

No investment protests planned by student government network

By MIRIAM HILL
Copy Editor

Neither the Notre Dame student government nor the Anti-Apartheid Network will organize a protest against University policies toward investment in South Africa, unlike cohorts at other universities across the country (see related story page 5).

Both the Notre Dame Anti-Apartheid Network and the student government subcommittee set up to gather information on the University's investments in South Africa believe a present here would make alliances and the Board of Trustees less willing to discuss the issue. "We're not a part of the American minority here," said President Bobword, chairman of the Board of Trustees' Investment Committee.

"We have to stress we're one community here and as one community we have to sit down and discuss before we decide to take action," he said.

DeMello said a protest would be antagonistic and "automatically create scape." DeMello will meet today with the chairman of the Board of Trustees' Investment Committee for student government proposals calling for a meeting between student leaders and the Board of Trustees' Investment Committee in October 1985. The October meeting will be a forum for the purposes of the University's investment policy.

Also today, Anti-Apartheid Network leader Margaret Rose and several network members, including Baccanari and Professor Peter Waller, will meet with Robert Willough, chairman of the Investment Committee of the Notre Dame Board of Trustees, to discuss the University's investment policy.

Rose said the Network will ask the trustees to review the current policy of investing only in companies that have signed the Sullivan Principles to a policy of investing in companies that have signed the recently revised Sullivan Principles. The Anti-Apartheid Network is a loosely organized body of several autonomous campus interest groups. Baccanari and DeMello serve on the student government committee-

see AFRICA, page 5

Campus organizations offer aid to minority students

Editor's Note: This is the third part of a three part series detailing the problems and situations minority students face at the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses. Today's article focuses on minority students in the clubs and organizations.

By MARGIE KERSTEN
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

You're 4000 miles away from home and everybody and everybody seems terribly unfamiliar. Where do you go?

Minority and international students at Notre Dame have several clubs and organizations which will attempt to adjust them to their new communities.

Notre Dame's Office of International Student Affairs aids international students who attend Notre Dame from foreign countries.

"A lot of the link between the international students and the United States Department of Justice is the Naturalization," said Brother George Baccanari, director of Notre Dame's Office of International Student Affairs.

Under the International Student Affairs office a number of groups representing different minorities have been established: The Chinese Association, the Chinese Scholar's Association, which includes the People's Republic of China, and The Chinese Students Association, which includes those students from Taiwan.

Also in conjunction with the International Student Affairs office is the International Student Organization. The co-presidents for this past school year were Winston Griffin and Louisa DeMello. According to DeMello, "we are minorities, but we have never been given the chance to share with the American students on campus, except at the night at Senior Bar."

Minority Student Series

DeMello is referring to an Ethnic Night that was sponsored by both student government and the ISO in which all minorities and international students at Saint Mary's and Notre Dame were invited to attend. The ISO also sponsors an annual International Festival where food from all different countries is served.

DeMello said that a lot of minority students took part in the festival, but added that more integration would be necessary because "I'm not still sure they consider us minorities, because we're not a part of the American heritage."

Other organizations under the ISO are the American Lebanese Club and the Hispanic Student Association.

Although the minority students at Saint Mary's are encouraged to attend the Notre Dame organizations, the minority enrollment at Saint Mary's is extremely low. "Minorities at Saint Mary's are very poorly represented on all levels of the college: students, faculty, and administration," said Sister Karlis JACKSKEN, dean of students at the college.

According to Jackowski, the main concern of the college for next year will be to decide whether or not minorities are necessary on campus and if so how will the college go about providing the atmosphere for minority students. "The campus climate is important for bringing in minorities. People must feel comfortable before we start actively recruiting minorities. We need to look at the attitudes of the students, faculty and administration," she said.

I think we need to diversify the college community. There is a tendency to hire people who already fit into the Saint Mary's mold."
**In Brief**

In two separate rallies, more than 900 Brown University students protested institutional racism at that school. The first rally was organized by the Third World Center, the latter drew 600 students, most of them white, to voice support for Third World concerns. A student newspaper survey showed 81.6 percent of the students believe racism against Asians at Brown is justified, and that the university is too lenient in handling acts of violence against Third World students. - The Observer

An elephant-shaped balloon took the prime minister of Malaysia to an unscheduled stop along a highway today, with security officials at his request. Malcolm Forbes, American publisher, was on Forbes' "World" magazine's list of 'most influential people.' The Malaysian official said that when they saw the balloon straying off its planned route, the prime minister's security guards scrambled into police cars and sped to the highway, where a massive traffic jam had developed. Ambulances raced to the scene. However, the prime minister left the balloon safely with a big smile, and went home. - AP

**Of Interest**

A medical advisory has been issued by the Student Health Center. Those who have been in contact with Mark Maloney, a Stanford Hall sophomore with meningococcal meningitis who as of last night was in critical condition in a Norwalk hospital, should consider the following to determine if they require preventive medication. Medication is indicated if someone within the last seven days had intimate contact, in the immediate presence of the infected person, for a significant part of the day. Medication is also indicated if someone has had intimate contact with Maloney. It is not indicated if someone has had only casual contact with Maloney, such as short visits in the same room. Medication is available at the Student Health Center. Those having questions are urged to contact the Student Health Center in person or by phone at 253-7407. - The Observer

Senior Month movie night will be held tonight at the Butler House Theatre in the 100 Center, Mishawaka. Showtime is 9:30 and admission is $2. Tickets can be purchased exactly from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the lobby of Lafayette Student Center. - The Observer

The Schiller Institute will show a videotape on the International Monetary Fund's effect on Third World countries at 7:30 tonight at Lafayette Student Theater. An update on world hunger problems will also be given. - The Observer

**The Student Activities Board, Student Government, and junior and sophomore classes have formed a committee which will be organizing weekly social events during the next four years. Tonight, members of this committee will be in the dining halls holding a dinner to take suggestions from the student body as to what type of entertainment should be offered and what the new program should be named. Events will include comedy acts, bands, dances, shows, movies and dinners. - The Observer

**Weather**

Why now? With finals looming on the horizon, many would prefer it to rain so they could have an excuse for staying inside and studying. Unfortunately, it will be partly sunny today with a high in the mid 60s. Northeast wind around 10 mph. Clear and cool tonight with a low in the mid 40s. Mostly sunny and seasonable Thursday with a high in the upper 60s. - AP

**Announcing the first annual Goofus and Gallant awards**

Goofus and Gallant taught me a lot about life. They didn't waste time with trivialities, mind you. Goofus and Gallant taught me the really important things in life, like not eating sweets before dinner. For those unfamiliar with Goofus and Gallant, they are two characters in the magazine for children, "Highlights." Each month they demonstrate the good way and the bad way.

Goofus is the good one. He always makes his bed, washes the dishes, and shares his toys. Gallant is the bad one. He never makes his bed, washes the dishes, or shares his toys.

In honor of these two inspiring characters, I have named an award after each, and am presenting the awards to those most deserving of them.

Here, then, are the 1984-85 Goofus and Gallant awards.

A Gallant award to Jeff Ashby. Ashby, the guy who went crazy every time the band struck up the song "Wipe out," turned it into wiring before time-outs into minimizers for pop rallies.

A Goofus award to those who threw oranges at the beginning of the football game. Not only did the oranges splatter all over the court disrupting play, but they succeeded in dampening crowd enthusiasm and hurting the Irish team's momentum at the time. Two words aptly describe this action: no class.

A Gallant award to Ann Pettifer. Although many do not agree with her and some feel her arguments had little substance, in the immediate presence of the infected person, for a significant part of the day. Medication is also indicated if someone has had intimate contact with Maloney. It is not indicated if someone has had only casual contact with Maloney, such as short visits in the same room. Medication is available at the Student Health Center. Those having questions are urged to contact the Student Health Center in person or by phone at 253-7407. - The Observer

A Goofus award to those who wrote in to The Observer about abortion, Mario Cuomo, or whether ROTC's should be allowed to play soldier on campus. Few care what a person has to say who is writing in reply to a letter which won't be answered.

A Gallant award to the members of the Judicial Council who ruled the Student Senate's term extensions unconstitutional. They did what was right despite knowing their action would create more bad publicity for student government, and that student government definitely does not need.

A Goofus award to the Student Senate. By allowing a ticket to an innocuous student election rules to remain in the race and by extending their terms to pass a new constitution, the senate did about as much for student government's credibility in 1985 as Nixon did for the federal government in 1972.

A Gallant award to the members of the Judicial Council who ruled the Student Senate's term extensions unconstitutional. They did what was right despite knowing their action would create more bad publicity for student government, and that student government definitely does not need.

A Goofus award to the Student Senate. By allowing a ticket to an innocuous student election rules to remain in the race and by extending their terms to pass a new constitution, the senate did about as much for student government's credibility in 1985 as Nixon did for the federal government in 1972.

A Gallant award to the members of the Judicial Council who ruled the Student Senate's term extensions unconstitutional. They did what was right despite knowing their action would create more bad publicity for student government, and that student government definitely does not need.

A Goofus award to the Student Senate. By allowing a ticket to an innocuous student election rules to remain in the race and by extending their terms to pass a new constitution, the senate did about as much for student government's credibility in 1985 as Nixon did for the federal government in 1972.

A Gallant award to the members of the Judicial Council who ruled the Student Senate's term extensions unconstitutional. They did what was right despite knowing their action would create more bad publicity for student government, and that student government definitely does not need.
'That's the room I want!'  
Keenan Hall residents Mike Boyle, Mark Boyle, Jeff Chou, and Bill Armstrong participate in that annual display of manners and friendship. - room Picks

ham said, "We have to do something. We don't want the ISO to split. If there is not a nullification, this thing won't be resolved."

Richard Stickney, another ISO member said, "Mansour and Naomi found out that something was going away and they feel as if their names have been violated."

Board member Ricardo Araujo said he will consider running for president if the election is nullified. "Really the election is not valid," he said. Araujo pointed out that Griffin selected neither an election chairman nor an election committee as deemed necessary by the constitution. "Right there," said Araujo, "it's unconstitutional and invalid."

Griffin could not be reached last night for comment. "I feel sorry for Jack," Araujo continued. "We are not against him but against the way he became president. It was basically a dictatorship and I come from a country familiar with dictatorship."

Minority continued from page 1  
life is the diversity and different ways of thinking. We must break through the barrier of white is right; Catholic is right; and conservation is right; and that everything else is wrong," she added.

The Minority Student Affairs office at Notre Dame has many organizations for minority students at both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Among these is the Black Cultural Arts Festival which was headed by Greg Martin this year, a senior finance and philosophy major. Martin explained the group is dedicated to showcasing Black American talent to the university and community. He said that both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's participated in the festival which was held in February.

Election continued from page 1  
Kaufman's nationalities were not mentioned. "Myers lives in Grand Rapids, Mich., but he resided in Spain.

Eid said he thinks the president of the ISO should be a foreign student. "It is an international group and not just a foreign one," but the president should be a foreigner because "we go through things that Jack would not feel. There's nothing constitutional about it (an American president)."

"DeMello said it would be over-copulation and let Americans share with more," Eid said. "It just becomes another form of birth control, and you can't find a country with contraception and a nice birth rate," he said, summarizing his comments about abortion.

"The alternative to contraception is natural family planning, in which the couple values their fertility instead of cursing it by using contraception," he said, adding, "Why is it that God made the human female so fertile?"

"Marx, a professor of sociology at Minnesota's Saint John's University, is known around the world as a pro-life supporter and for his best-seller "The Death Peddlers: War on the Unborn."

His lecture was sponsored by the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Right to Life organization.

DePaul University  
School of Accountancy  
Review Course for the November 1985  
CPA Examination  
June 17-October 28, 1985

The SMC announces plans

If you've gone to college on a National Direct Student Loan or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, and your loan is not in default, here's a way to get your loan repaid.

Use the Army's Loan Repayment Program. Each year you serve on active duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500, whichever amount is greater. In a three-year enlistment, you eliminate your debt.

Additionally, you could learn a valuable skill and take advantage of many other Army opportunities. If you have the time, we have the money. Check it out with your Army Recruiter.

SGT Brennan  
234-4187  
ARMY, BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Reagan’s Nicaraguan sanctions cause dissent among congressmen

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan’s decision to impose trade sanctions against Nicaragua won general praise from Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., and others on Capitol Hill yesterday, but critics said the move would drive the leftist Sandinista government even further into the Soviet camp.

Lugar, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, was quoted by an aide as saying the measures are "an important step," but not a comprehensive policy toward Central America.

"It’s about time," Senate Majority Robert Dole said of Reagan’s action. "I hope it’s effective."

Sen. Lloyd Bentsen of Texas, one of a group of Democrats previously urging sanctions, said the embargo "can help persuade those in power in Managua to send home the 2,500 to 3,500 Cuban and Soviet military advisers now in that country and to stop supporting armed insurgents against their neighbors."

Bentsen and others said Reagan should persuade nations built in and out of Latin America to join the United States in limiting or dropping trade with Nicaragua.

But there was sharp criticism for Reagan from a number of House members and senators who said in stead of encouraging the Sandinistas to negotiate an end to the civil war in Nicaragua, it will encourage them to become another communist Cuba.

Last week, Congress refused in a highly-emotional battle to release $4.1 million Reagan had sought to help the rightist Contras seeking the overthrow of the Sandinistas.

Sen. David Durenberger, R-Minn., chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, said the embargo is "a plus rather than a minus. But it’s nowhere near being an essential part of the policy that should be unilatered, particularly when it’s done unilaterally."

Durenberger quoted intelligence officials who told the committee a week ago that the sanctions would have little practical impact on the troubled Nicaraguan economy. "It wouldn’t have done that much good or we would have done it at least ready," Durenberger said.

Anti-government riots mark May Day in Polish cities

Associated Press

WARSAW, Poland - Thousands of rock-throwing demonstrators hurled riot police in Gdansk yesterday, and an estimated 15,000 Solidarity supporters staged a two-hour peaceful May Day march in Warsaw to protest food price hikes and political arrests.

About 500 Solidarity activists chanting "Solidarity" and "Tech Walesa" forced their way into the official government May Day parade in Gdansk. They interrupted the parade for 10 minutes by sitting down in the road before being routed by baton-wielding police units.

Almost a mile from the parade route, an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 mostly young demonstrators gathered near the former Solidarity headquarters and hurled stones ripped from the streets at a column of belching riot police, Western correspondents said.

The police initially showed restraint but then charged with batons and shields and used water cannon and tear gas to disperse the crowd. Several demonstrators and police were injured.

One member of the riot police was beaten to the ground by demonstrators and taken away in an ambulance. A protester who appeared to throw a rock at a police vehicle was rammed by a police car and then beaten by riot squads. The protester was taken away by ambulance.

Scores of demonstrators were arrested in the clash, which lasted an hour and left the street littered with stones and debris.

Solidarity leader Walesa attempted to join the government parade in Gdansk but returned home when his way was blocked by hundreds of riot police. "We have no intention of getting into fights," he said. "It’s a shame that someone divides us so brutally."

In Warsaw, an estimated 15,000 people chanting Solidarity slogans and carrying Solidarity banners marched past cordons of riot police in a two-hour demonstration before dispersing.

Anti-government riots mark May Day in Polish cities

The early Bird... Classes starting May 12
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Arrests mount as students at Berkeley protest apartheid

By MIRIAM HILL
Copy Editor

Two hundred and seventy-one people have been arrested at the University of California at Berkeley in the past three weeks as students, faculty and Berkeley residents continue to protest the university's investments in South Africa.

Berkeley has approximately $31.7 billion invested in companies doing business in South Africa, according to Dettling, who is also chief of the Anti-Apartheid Network.

Dettling said he considered the possible conflict of interest that he might experience because the student government committee was designed to study the University's investments in an impartial manner, while the Network already has proposed specific changes in the investment policy. Dettling said, however, that it is difficult to remain completely neutral on such a volatile issue.

According to Dettling, the committee agreed the changes recommended by the Network. He said the two organizations are "not bound to each other. We can disagree and we can leave the Network."

Baccarani said student government and the Network are two independent groups fighting for the same cause.

"The two organizations are like the arms of the body, they're fighting for the same thing, but they're separate bodies," he said.

Graduation Special
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You and your friends can have your very own Observer ad

We accept almost any picture, almost any information

Just give us the material by 1pm two weeks prior to the insertion date.

For only a few dollars per friend you can give this one-of-a-kind gift that won't be lived down for years.
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Viewpoint
Enforced silence at ND protest was unfortunate

Tuesday, I lost some of my respect for the University of Notre Dame, the Notre Dame Law School and the principles of open debate and that they claim to espouse. That day, the right of students here to peacefully protest and to present views contrary to those of an invited speaker was denied. That day, open debate was replaced by enforced silence.

Harsh words, indeed, but words I think are fitting because of what took place.

William J. Bennett, secretary of education, was to receive the Thursday 7 lecture at the Law School. A student panel was to discuss Bennett's views on education. This event was called for in a letter to the editor of the Notre Dame Observer.

Tuesday, I lost some of my respect for the University of Notre Dame, the Notre Dame Law School and the principles of open debate and that they claim to espouse. That day, the right of students here to peacefully protest and to present views contrary to those of an invited speaker was denied. That day, open debate was replaced by enforced silence.

Unfortunately, the protestors did not go on as planned. Signs which had been around the campus for weeks to "clap only if you mean it." None of the signs called for any open clashes or disruptions during Bennett's speech or visit.

Along with these messages, several student groups arranged for a protest outside of the Law School prior to the speech. This protest was to continue inside the lounge during the speech - not in a disruptive manner, but rather by having the protestors simply sit quietly displaying their signs.

Unfortunately, these protests did not go on as planned. Signs which had been around the campus for weeks to "clap only if you mean it." None of the signs called for any open clashes or disruptions during Bennett's speech or visit.

Outside of the Law School, campus security asked the protestors to keep down their chanting, so as not to disrupt classes. This protest was called for in an effort to bring open debate on an issue to Notre Dame and the Law School. I felt proud that my classmates felt strongly enough on an issue to protest and to attempt to educate others about their concerns. I also felt proud that they had not called for a disruptive protest, but for a quiet, thoughtful protest. They did not want Bennett to speak, they wanted him to be heard. But they also wanted their views to be heard.

During my three years at the Law School, I have been told how important it is to be socially aware. I have been told that we were being trained not to be hired guns, but rather to become lawyers who are concerned about people and concerned with issues. I was told that Notre Dame lawyers were different because of their concerns about important matters. Why, then, when students show their concern about an issue are they prevented from speaking? The expressing of concern! How are they to go forth into the world and speak for those who cannot speak for themselves when they are not allowed to speak here? How is open debate and the search for the right and just in our society furthered by what happened here today?

I want to believe that the University and the Law School believe in open debate. I find it hard to believe this after Tuesday's events. I hope that in the future, reasonable, reasonable debate and protest are not denied here again.

I do not want to point a finger at anyone. I just hope that everyone - students, administrators, protestors - will learn a lesson from Tuesday's events. I also hope that open debate will continue here at the Law School.

Kristian Anderson is a third year law student at Notre Dame.

Kristian Anderson

Got an opinion? Share it!

Viewpoint would like to hear from you. If you would like to respond to something you've read in The Observer, why not write a letter to the editor? Letters should be well written, typed, no more than 250 words. Letters can be anonymous if you wish. But letters are not the only way to voice your opinion. Letters should be well written, typed, no more than 250 words in length and must bear the signature of the author. A guest column, unlike a letter to the editor, should be an independent response to another editorial.

Both guest columns and letters to the editor can be mailed to The Observer, P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556, or delivered to either Notre Dame office - The Loretto Student Center or our Saint Mary's office in Hagar College Center. Please include your telephone number.

Usa for Nicaragua
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Solutions to the crisis of declining ND minorities

Lisa M. Boykin
guest column

resulted in the dwindling percentage of minorities that choose to enroll here annually.

The Office of Admissions' inadequate attempts to recruit minority students for the duration of the past two recruiting weekends is indicative of the negligent attitude that has created a precarious situation for minority students.

A total of 41 black recruits visited the campus on the weekends of April 11-14 and 15-18. This is the smallest percentage of minority recruits since the Freshman Year of Studies. Of this total, only 22 were African-American males. The administration has not been proactive in recruiting minority students for the past two weekends; it is imperative that the University invest more time in providing an accurate presentation of academic life to the recruits. The administration's failure to do this only serves to diminish Notre Dame's appeal to minorities.

To think that more time, effort and money is spent on maintaining the grass on the quad that is spent on minority recruitment is an extreme insult to the members of the black community as well as an embarrassing reflection upon the University in comparison to other institutions which offer minority student better programs.

Notre Dame needs to once again establish its priorities and dedicate itself to this cause, if in fact it committed to it.

Lisa M. Boykin is a Freshman Year of Studies at Notre Dame and is the vice president of the Black Cultural Arts Council.

Endorsed by University Director of Admissions Kevin Rooney's assertion that the location of this institution has an adverse effect upon minority applicants because "minorities are concerned with urban environments" is increasingly evident that the University's lack of commitment to the plight of black students has recruiting process, the Office of Admissions should invest more time in providing an accurate presentation of academic life to the recruits. The administration's failure to do this only serves to diminish Notre Dame's appeal to minorities.

To think that more time, effort and money is spent on maintaining the grass on the quad that is spent on minority recruitment is an extreme insult to the members of the black community as well as an embarrassing reflection upon the University in comparison to other institutions which offer minority student better programs.

Notre Dame needs to once again establish its priorities and dedicate itself to this cause, if in fact it committed to it.

Lisa M. Boykin is a Freshman Year of Studies at Notre Dame and is the vice president of the Black Cultural Arts Council.

Quote of the day

"Each individual at Saint Mary's has a task, but no achievement is worth as much as what we discover in each other."

- John Duggan

Doonesbury

Garry Trudeau
Dear Editor:

Often when people look at the success of an event, they tend to forget all the people who contributed to its success. The conclusion of Bookstore Basketball XIV, but none of it would have been possible without the help and dedication of people like Glenn Terry and Notre Dame Security, John Monahan and the Knights of the Roundtable. None of all the scorers who stood out on the courts day after day watching games after games, of the students who were most excitable for all, yet at the same time want peace on the planet.

Signed,

Tired of Mike Beaudine and his negative ideas

I would like to respond to Michael J. Beaudine's list of reasons for awaiting graduation. Beaudine, what is your problem? You are about to be graduated and yet you are still in the same rut. What happened to you? You had a high level of success during your undergraduate years here. Despite any small problems you may have had, you should be quite pleased with yourself and your experience at Notre Dame.

Yet, in the last few weeks of your senior year, you feel the need to make an incredibly rude statement aimed at the University and the people who have contributed to your future. I admit that Notre Dame is not perfect, of course; there are things that none of us like about it. However, in regard to several of the reasons you listed the other day, they are definitely out of line:

- The dining hall should be given credit for trying to make the institutional dining experience less painful than it already is. Have you ever had the pleasure of dining at another university dining hall? If you had, you might appreciate the efforts that Notre Dame's and his staff made in order to please us.
- Attacking Gerry Faust by saying that he has insulted a proud tradition is just downright stupid.
- Who are you to criticise U.5-X's radio program if you don't like it, change the station on your radio.
- When we are your company, you have complained about many things. At times I have communicated with you, others not. I know you will miss complaining about these things, but that is your business. However, I hope we never need anything more from Notre Dame. See you at commencement.

Cara M. Smith, "Loyola Hall

Father Gibson helped students outside of hall

Dear Editor:

As a local community commissioner for the off-campus community for the 1984-85 school year, I would like to extend my thanks to Father Steve Gibson of Carroll Hall for saying Mass for us. Getting a priest to come to the halls is not a regular occurrence. We benefit from the presence of Father Gibson and his mass in our hall.

Sincerely,

Patrick Schwin
Notre Dame alumnus
Accent

Notre Dame and the Vietnam War
A period of student unrest

Marc Ramirez
features staff writer

"We are not about to send American boys nine or ten thousand miles away from home to do what Asian boys ought to be doing for themselves."

President Lyndon B. Johnson, Oct. 26, 1964

So you say you want a revolution? Well, you know we all want to change the world. But when you talk about destruction... Don't you know that you can count me out!"

John Lennon and Paul McCartney, 1968

Perhaps an architect might find some aesthetic value in it, but otherwise it's just a long, black wall that stands out like a Flemish on the white motif of the Washington, D.C., monument area.

The wall stands as a grim reminder of one of the darkest periods in American history—an era which reached its culmination just ten years ago with the surprisingly quick fall of Saigon to the Vietnamese, a time laden with conflict, confusion, frustration and protest.

The names of more than 58,000 Americans who died in the only war the United States ever "lost" are engraved in a sea of commemoration that runs forever down the sides of the Memorial. They were the sacrifice this country made in an attempt to enforce its foreign policy of containment, a policy intensified by increasing American interests abroad and geared toward keeping the disease of communism from spreading throughout the world. And the effects of the Vietnam War, and the anger and frustration reached its peak in the celebration of Woodstock in 1969. They were the sacrifices of the '60s generation, and the time for action, they preached, was now.

The student movement had been the most visible since 1960, and it escalated and reached its peak in mid-1970, when students at Kent State in Columbus, Ohio, called a rally to protest the presence of the National Guard on their campus after the students' burning of the ROTC building. Rocks were pelting in the troops, so the troops, after being gassed, decided to fire tear gas. And when the tear gas was fired, a 13-second fusillade ensued. When it was over, nine students were wounded. Student rebellions in Allison Krause, Bill Schroeder and Sandy Scheuer were dead. It was May 4, 1970.

On a sunny February afternoon in 1968, three Notre Dame students arrived for their scheduled interview with the University Placement Offices on the second floor of the Administration Building, "We went when they got there they found more than 200 students stationed outside the offices, congregating in peaceful protest against Dow Chemical, which was the chief supplier of napalm—a petroleum jelly which burned at a temperature of 100 degrees whatever it touched—and plastic body bags used in the Vietnam War. No one stopped the three from meeting. The crowd simply wanted to express its displeasure with Dow's involvment in the war."

It was a landmark in student activism at Notre Dame. According to the Feb. 9, 1968, issue of the Observer, "It was the first time a radical demonstration has been permitted within the walls of a University building."

Dean of Students Father James Riehle had refused permission for the demonstration the morning before, and that threatened non-students involved would be arrested for trespassing. Despite the warning, a crowd began to gather at approximately 12:30 p.m. outside the offices. Fifty minutes later, there were about 70 demonstrators outside.

Riehle then addressed the group and immediately announced the University's decision to allow the protest, but inside the Administration Building, he termed a "place of business" and "private property" where students had no legal right. The crowd would have to leave.

Indecision followed, as the group debated whether or not to obey. Suddenly the large crowd blocking an area through which the Corps was scheduled to march and forcing them to take a route 50 yards in front of the reviewing stand.

Approximately 400 of those protesting ransacked the field during the ceremonies in front of University President Father Theodore Hesburgh, Lieutenant General Lewis W. Walt, assistant commander of the Marine Corps, military men and their families. Hesburgh was forced to apologize to a permitted General Walt.

Following their appearance on the field, Rossie again tried to speak. "You've proved your point," the burly president pleaded. "I approve of your ideas but I would appreciate it if you left the field." The demonstrators sat quietly throughout the proceedings, standing and applauding when the national anthem was played.

October 15, 1969: National Moratorium Day. The University had given its support to anyone who wished to attend. At Rutgers, President Mason Gross had given his full support behind the event, even holding administrations at Georgetown, Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Princeton and the University of Chicago.

A huge Mass was celebrated at the library mall, a few students

Rossie shot back. "Not anymore." The demonstration took place as scheduled, 500 protestors seared themselves on the southwest corner of the field, intentionally blocking an area through which the Corps was scheduled to march and forcing them to take a route 50 yards in front of the reviewing stand.

The demonstrators sat quietly throughout the proceedings, standing and applauding when the national anthem was played.

"If we're going to have a demonstration for peace," said Student President Hayna, "Let's make it a peaceful demonstration."

"There were a lot of decent people who loved their country and found themselves on the other side of the line," explained Burrell, on this tenth anniversary of the war's end. "But there came a point when people were watching the TV's, and they'd say, 'I've had it.'

"Here in the University we could make a case for conscientious objections. But what about the poor kids who don't have a college, who thinks he's going over there to fight for his country? The war was being fought on the backs of the poor. That's another reason we were against it.

Wednesday, May 7, 1968. At 5 p.m., a demonstration organized on the Main Quad by senior Bill Rossie, began to attract a substantial crowd. Rossie proposed marching in rows of three, off the field so the annual ROTC Presidential Review would be taking place, until they were stopped by police or security. He instructed them 'not to give ground in any case.' Rossie also asked that the students not incite trouble.

Student Body President Richard Rossie attempted to speak at the microphone, but was denied. "You can't do this," he responded. "I'm the only person here."

"Don't you know that you can count me out!"

---
burned their draft cards. The FBI was there, so some were arrested because it was a federal offense to do so.

"Then everyone marched to the ROTC building, and people were carrying white crosses draped with black cloth," said Father David Tyson, then a seminarian and now University vice president of student affairs. "The crosses had the names of Notre Dame alumni who had died in the war. The group that organized the event stuck the crosses into the ground all around the building."

May 4, 1970: The Kent State murders were national news, although the story ran on page 6 of the May 5 edition of The Observer. Students walked out on college campuses across the country in response to the National Guard's action.

At Notre Dame, students were restless and confused. They spoke of "freezing" their education by walking out in protest as well.

"We began to question the importance of the career pursuits which they had chosen. He also addressed the generation gap.

"Your generation is dissatisfied with the world, my generation has brought to you. Admittedly it is a sad world, but it is indeed an improvement on the world that was left to us. My generation, that of your parents, did much to improve man's lot according to the temper and needs of our time. We did not bring an end to racial prejudice, but we did bring about legislation and attitudes that provide a beginning. We haven't found a suitable substitute for war, but we did bring about the forum for airing international differences. Maybe your generation will solve these problems.

"It seems to me, however, that the chance of doing so will be better if we close the gap and join forces. To do this, we must first learn to trust each other. A difference cannot be resolved simply by pointing out and emphasizing the shortcomings of the opposition. We must first establish ourselves and then try to understand the opposition. We must want to resolve the difference. To do otherwise is to perpetuate and magnify the difference. On the international scene this is what leads to war."

The forces of reason won out, and the students remained. There were no riots. There were no sit-ins or demonstrations, just rational thinking. "Students here were reasonable," says Dr. Hofman now. "They didn't do things like bomb ROTC buildings. The bombing at Madison was the turning point, I think. That's when everyone realized, violence wasn't the answer."

"Our students were as concerned as any others in the country. But they expressed their values in more rational ways.

"Since everyone faced the possibility of going over there, it was on everybody's mind," said a 1970 graduate. "I had a friend whose grades dipped below the accepted level, and to tell you the truth, I didn't know what was ever happened to him. He couldn't qualify for a student deferment, and by the second semester, he was gone."

"I can remember watching the broadcasts of draft lotteries. Everybody watched them. It was like listening to a potential death sentence. Everyone had their friends' birthdays written down so they'd know if they were picked. It was really an emotional time."

Tyson also spoke for the students. "It was a reflective time," he says. "People thought a lot. They thought about what war was, what peace was, and what was worth dying for. It taught us to question and examine what was important to our lives, even though the mechanism wasn't the best."

Hofman agreed. "Mainly because of the Vietnam War," he said. "Students began to question the values of the older generation like never before. They adopted causes with more enthusiasm than any other students in recent history. Protest and rebellion were a viable way of achieving objectives."

"Looking back, many of our (the University's) achievements, including our co-ed status, can be attributed to that era, because of the students' questioning and challenging."

By the time the war ended in 1975, student protest had simmered down considerably, if not completely. It had run its course, but the Vietnam War could never be forgotten. It was, and still is, all too visible. Media coverage was unprecedented in its extensiveness. The physical and psychological scars of Vietnam were still linger.

"I can still get upset when I hear about it," says Tyson. "I can still feel my blood pressure go up. And whether we thought the war was right or wrong, I don't think we've treated Vietnam vets right.

"No one can understand the terror of knowing that a cute little five-year-old kid asking you for candy could slip a grenade into your back pocket when you weren't looking. Or the frustration of knowing that despite all that, the people of the United States didn't support you, and that you can't run because you'll either be killed by Vietnamese or convicted of dereliction.

"I was in Washington a few years ago, and I asked the cab-driver if the Vietnam Memorial was nearby. He said it was, and I told him I'd pay him if he'd wait five minutes for me. But I had to see it. It was kind of a closure to the war. Even now, I watch things on TV about Vietnam, and I just shake my head and think, 'How stupid that war was.'"
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TODAY IS LAST DAY OF SALE

9AM - DUSK

FREE POP & POPCORN

MEET THE LOAN ARRANGER

FAMOUS FOR FINANCING

HE'S ON FULL CREDIT ALERT

GREAT MUSIC

SPONSORED BY GATES CHEVROLET, GATES TOYOTA, GATESWAY LEASING
**Cushing**

Continued from page 16

A majority vote based their team members' choices.

In order to alleviate the problem of primarily senior council members narrowing the candidates, which was the focus of the petition, Byrne opened last night's forum by stating that in a council meeting held that night, it was decided that next year at least one-third of a council's representatives has to be an underclassman.

Byrne stressed that the athletes should take the election of the future representation seriously so that they will represent the athletes' concerns.
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**BASEBALL TRIVIA**

"1947 World Series"

1) Which pitcher threw a no-hitter for eight and two-thirds innings for the New York Yankees only to have it broken up?

2) Who played the Los Angeles Dodgers broke up that no-hitter?

3) Who played the Dodgers' drive to left in Game 4 so prevent a game-winning home run?

4) Who was the manager of the Yankees?

5) Who was the manager of the Dodgers?

By C.C. Cullum

Answers will appear in tomorrow's paper.
Cruc 3 hits, 3 RBI’s sink Mets for Knepper, 10-3

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Jose Cruz, homered, singled twice, drove in three runs and stole third base to back Bob Knepper and the Houston Astors to a 10-3 victory over the New York Mets.

Knepper, 2-0, worked five invincible innings allowing three runs on seven hits, Frank DiPino, the third Houston pitcher, worked the final two innings for his third save.

Ron Darling, 1-1, who pitched a shutout in his last start, was能使 in our team of note on two runs, two of them unearned, on nine hits in his 6-1 injured return to New York.

Me’s catcher Gary Carter did not play. He was diagnosed yesterday morning with a foot injury sustained Sunday in a 5-4, 18-inning victory at Philadelphia. It was not known when he'll return to play.

Cubs 4, Giants 3

CHICAGO - Shawn Dunston stole third base and came home with the winning run on a throwing error by San Francisco catcher Bruce Dudley in the bottom of the ninth as the Chicago Cubs beat the Giants 4-3 yesterday.

Top horses prepped for Derby Day

Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Spend A Buck is a speedy Kentucky Derby contender, but the time that most impressed his trainer was the minutes it took to remove a bone chip from the colt’s knee.

Spend A Buck had arthroscopic surgery on the knee last Nov. 26, returned to racing with a third place in the Bay Shore Stakes at Aqueduct on March 23, then won the winning victories in the Cherry Hill Mile and Garden State Stakes at Garden State Park.

Not so long ago, the colt would still have been recuperating. "It would have been a minimum of six months recovery proud," owner Derek Star said yesterday. "He wouldn't have been here. He wouldn't have raced until the fall."

Instead, Spend A Buck rules as one of the favorites, along with Chief’s Crown, Promised Truth and Rhona Rule, for the 1 1/4-mile Derby on Saturday.

Entries will be taken today for a field of 14 three-year-olds which is shaping up as the most competitive Derby, which would have a purse of about $600,000, with 14 starters.

One who won't be going in Creme Fraiche, winner of the Derby Trial last Saturday. Trainer Woody Stephens said he plans to hold the gelding out of the Derby and run him in the Illinois Derby May 18 at Sportsman's Park.

Trainer Cam Gambolati said he thinks Spend A Buck suffered the knee injury when he jumped a track make in the running game for the Young America, in which he finished second at the Meadowlands on Oct. 8.

However, if it did occur then, it was not soon noticeable, and Spend A Buck finished third behind Chief’s Crown and Via Venti in the $1 million Breeders’ Juvenile Nov. 10 at Hollywood Park.

When the colt returned to Florida, C. V. Whitney and Gambolati called Dr. Wayne McIlwraith of Colorado University.

"He told me if you give him six months he'll be 100 percent, but I can save you three months," Gambolati said.

The 12-minute operation was performed at an equine hospital at Gulfstream Park in Hallandale, Fla.
Baseball standings

By ANDREA LAFRENiere
Sports Writer

How does one major in nursing, serve as a resident advisor, actively participate in school organizations, and still find time to compete in a collegiate sport? Ask Diane Hartwig, a member of the Saint Mary's track team, who manages to accomplish all of this and more.

Hartwig, a senior from Princeton, Ill., maintains a full schedule yet is still able to contribute a great deal of time and effort to the Saint Mary's track team. "Diane has had to juggle her time since she's a nursing major, but she's done it, so she's really given a lot to our team," says Jean Kerich, track coach for the Belles. Hartwig certainly has the experience to help coach her fellow team members. A track competitor since seventh grade, she was the county champion for the discus and shotput events in high school, and she received the Coach's Award both freshman and sophomore years at Saint Mary's for her contributions to the track team.

Hartwig's credit, it finally got to score at 1-0 in the sixth. Hemingway, who had the Maine series. Big hit, lacing a grounder through the hole on the right side to send manager to steal second using a nifty hook slide. Hartwig certainly has the events," says Hartwig. Hartwig was attracted to Saint Mary's because of the university's credit, and its good reputation as a small, private, Catholic women's college. She decided to attend Saint Mary's primary for its nursing program, however.

After graduating, Hartwig plans to work as a neurological rehabilitation nursing specialist for patients with spinal cord and head injuries.

Sweep

continued from page 16

"LORGO ABNAML UD ZEMBLAG.
REMPLO PLIVOB VWI SUBZIY OG
ABNAML. AND LESS!"

Borg

Famous Ex-Space Monster

"EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.

© 1985 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI
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Bolsters women's tennis team

By DAVE WILSON

A leader or a follower? The athlete usually falls into one of these categories, and either way is an important part of the team. But now and again there are those exceptions to the rule, those athletes that defy the odds. As leaders in some respects, and followers in others, they become both goads and inspiration to other members of the team.

Senior Cathy Schnell fits just such a role on Notre Dame's women's tennis team.

"Being a part of this team means more than just tennis to me," she says. "I like to encourage the up-and-coming players. But at the same time, I have a lot of respect for the other seniors on the team."

Schnell places particular emphasis on the friendships that have resulted from her participation on the team. In fact, after living her first three years in St. Louis, she moved to Farley Hall this year to be with her teammates.

"My closest friends are right here among the tennis players," says the St. Louis, Mo., native. "In fact, I would credit those friendships with my decision to stick it out for four years. Tennis takes more dedication than most people realize."

It is known to tennis players that Schnell is well known about dedication. She is currently preparing to complete a very difficult degree in pre-med studies, and either will graduate in the spring or defer for a year in order to prepare for the National Tennis Championships. Tennis takes more dedication than most people realize.

"I'm going to miss this place like crazy next year," she concludes. "I know the championships are kind of a now-or-never deal, but I can't help thinking about graduation when I return. If I could do it again, I know I wouldn't change a thing."

Flockhart making the most of his opportunity

Associated Press

MONTREAL - Ron Flockhart of the Montreal Canadiens got a good taste of some National Hockey League playoff time, and the speedily forward has made the most of his opportunity.

Flockhart had been benched in Montreal's 10 previous playoff games but was a key performer in the Canadiens' 5-2 victory over the Quebec Nordiques Tuesday night. That victory clinched the best-of-seven Adams Division final at three games apiece. Game 7 will be played tonight at the Forum.

Flockhart, whose first goal of the playoffs was the decisive one in Game 6, lauded the Canadiens' organization in the aftermath of victory.

"He was all smiles when he was greeted by reporters from Philadelphia, who, like the Flyers, await the winner of the Adams Division final. "Here, everything is like it was in Philadelphia," said Flockhart, who hadn't played since the final game of the regular season on April 3. "Here, only one thing counts — winning."

"That's why I only think about doing my job. Everybody encourages you. But at the end of the day, it is my responsibility to my teammates."

Flockhart continued from page 16

new coach. They all have different styles and I was looking forward to some consistency next year. He was a great motivator," said Murtagh.

"It is no surprise to realize the strengths and weaknesses and we'll have to adjust again next year with a new coach. He was not a real verbal coach, but when he did offer constructive criticism or encourage it meant a lot more to us," said Cushing, newly elected president of the Athletic Council.

Flynn greeted by reporters from Quebec

Flynn

Ron Flockhart of the Montreal Canadiens is greeted by reporters from Quebec Tuesday night at the Forum. Flockhart had been benched in all of the Canadiens' previous playoff games, but was a key performer in their 5-2 victory over the Quebec Nordiques Tuesday night.
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Minor prophet
10 Sushi
19 Lit. end
21 Hebrew
22 TV News
27 Story
28 Hebrew
31 Hebrew
33 Hebrew
34 Hebrew
36 Hebrew
37 Hebrew
47 Hebrew
49 Hebrew
52 Hebrew
53 Hebrew
55 Hebrew
56 Hebrew
58 Hebrew
59 Hebrew
66 Hebrew
67 Hebrew
69 Hebrew
71 Hebrew
72 Hebrew

DOWN
1 TV News
2 Hebrew
7 Hebrew
9 Hebrew
16 Hebrew
17 Hebrew
18 Hebrew
19 Hebrew
20 Hebrew
21 Hebrew
22 Hebrew
23 Hebrew
24 Hebrew
25 Hebrew
26 Hebrew
28 Hebrew
29 Hebrew
30 Hebrew
31 Hebrew
32 Hebrew
33 Hebrew
34 Hebrew
35 Hebrew

Across:
1. Prophet
10. Sushi
19. Lit.
21. Hebrew
22. TV News
27. Story
28. Hebrew
31. Hebrew
33. Hebrew
34. Hebrew
36. Hebrew
37. Hebrew
47. Hebrew
49. Hebrew
52. Hebrew
53. Hebrew
55. Hebrew
56. Hebrew
58. Hebrew
59. Hebrew
66. Hebrew
67. Hebrew
69. Hebrew
71. Hebrew
72. Hebrew

Down:
1. TV News
2. Hebrew
7. Hebrew
9. Hebrew
16. Hebrew
17. Hebrew
18. Hebrew
19. Hebrew
20. Hebrew
21. Hebrew
22. Hebrew
23. Hebrew
24. Hebrew
25. Hebrew
26. Hebrew
28. Hebrew
29. Hebrew
30. Hebrew
31. Hebrew
32. Hebrew
33. Hebrew
34. Hebrew
35. Hebrew

Wednesday's Solution:

5 Edible fungus
6 Use
7 Embarrassing situation
9 Young or King
10 Custom-made maiden
11 Biblical patriarch
12 Sensitivity
13 Otherwise
15 Soot
20 Laundry cycle
22 Counsel of ants
23 Bride
25 God of love
26 Upright side
27 King
28 Majesty
30 Grating
33 MIT word: abbr.
34 God of gong
35 Split
36 Ancient
37 Negot
38 Pitcher
40 Biblical patriarch
41 Stuffed peppers
42 Doctrine
43 Secretary
44 Adversary group
45 Conceived
46 Ancient
47 Kingdom
48 Water vessel
49 Zirego's love
50 Biblical
51 Bouquet
52 Preposition
53 Sol
54 Style
55 Moved suddenly
56 Comedian Louis

Campus

3 p.m. - Tennis, ND Men vs. Eastern Michigan, Courtney Courts.
5:30 p.m. - Lecture, "Equivalent Homogeneous Modeling of Layered Elastomeric Bearings and Seals for Civil and Aerospace Applications," Dr. Leonard Herrmann, University of California, Davis, Room 303 Cushing.
4 p.m. - Radiation Laboratory Seminar, "Transient Intermediates in Photochemistry of Small Ring Heterocycles," Dr. P. K. Das, ND, Conference Theatre, Radiation Laboratory.
6:50 p.m. - ARDC Spring Awards Ceremony, Library Auditorium.
7:15 p.m. - Jazz Concert, Notre Dame Big Jazz Band, Fieldhouse Mall. (In Case of Rain, The Naza at 9 p.m.)
7 p.m. - Meeting, Rome/London Summer Program, Dr. Tony Black, SMC, Room 349 Madeleva Hall.
7 - 8 p.m. - Meeting, Special Events Committee, New Orleans Room, LaFortune, Sponsored by Student Activities Board.
7:30 p.m. - Film, "Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan," Engineering Auditorium, Sponsored by Student Activities Board, $1.50.
7:30 p.m. - Meeting, International & Third World Development, Little Theatre, LaFortune, Sponsored by Schaller Institute, Free.
8 p.m. - Concert, "A Concert of Sacred Music by French Composers," SMC Women's Choir, Church of Loretto, Sponsored by SMC Music Department, Free.
8 p.m. - Discussion, Led by Carol Mooney, ND Law Professor, Center for Social Concerns, Sponsored by ND Women's Caucus, Free & Open to All.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame

Baked chicken

Shell beef tacos

Zucchini-mushroom crepe

Brazwurst on a bun

The S.A.B. "LEADER IN ENTERTAINMENT" presents:

May 2
7, 9:15, 11:30

STAR TREK II
WHAN KRAH

AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN

Engineering Auditorium

RECORD SALE

What did you miss in '85?
Get your music collection ready for summer!
All single albums and tapes in stock
ONLY $6.50

Rock du Lac Records and Tapes
First Floor LaFortune
Hurry! Limited Supply

TV Tonight

6:00 p.m. - 16 Newscenter 16
22 Eyewitness News
28 NewsWatch 28
16 "MASTERY"
27 Three's Company
28 Wheel of Fortune

7:00 p.m. - 16 Bill Cosby Show
22 Magnum, P.I.
28 "I Am a Woman"

7:30 p.m. - 16 Family Ties
8:00 p.m. - 16 Cheers

8:30 p.m. - 16 "MASTERY"
9:00 p.m. - 16 "I Am a Woman"

8:50 p.m. - 16 Newscenter 16
22 "I Am a Woman"

9:00 p.m. - 16 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"

10:00 p.m. - 16 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"

22 Simon & Simon
28 Eye to Eye
34 Front - Nuclear Disarmament
16 "I Am a Woman"
16 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
34 Masterpiece Theatre
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28 Wheel of Fortune

7:00 p.m. - 16 Bill Cosby Show
22 Magnum, P.I.
28 "I Am a Woman"

7:30 p.m. - 16 Family Ties
8:00 p.m. - 16 Cheers

10:00 p.m. - 16 Newscenter 16
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
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RECORD SALE

What did you miss in '85?
Get your music collection ready for summer!
All single albums and tapes in stock
ONLY $6.50

Rock du Lac Records and Tapes
First Floor LaFortune
Hurry! Limited Supply

TV Tonight

6:00 p.m. - 16 Newscenter 16
22 Eyewitness News
28 NewsWatch 28
16 "MASTERY"
27 Three's Company
28 Wheel of Fortune

7:00 p.m. - 16 Bill Cosby Show
22 Magnum, P.I.
28 "I Am a Woman"

7:30 p.m. - 16 Family Ties
8:00 p.m. - 16 Cheers

8:30 p.m. - 16 "MASTERY"
9:00 p.m. - 16 "I Am a Woman"

8:50 p.m. - 16 Newscenter 16
9:00 p.m. - 16 "I Am a Woman"

9:00 p.m. - 16 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
22 "I Am a Woman"
34 Masterpiece Theatre
Ivan's three-run home run in the second inning for the game-winning RBI in the opener of yesterday's doubleheader with Western Michigan. The Irish also took the nightcap, which was the 500th mark for the season. Chuck Freney has details at right.

Swim coach Flynn becomes fourth to submit resignation at St. Mary's

By KELLY PORTOLESE
St. Mary's Sports Editor

St. Mary's swim coach Dan Flynn announced his resignation yesterday after one year with the team.

Flynn, a Notre Dame graduate student, said several reasons for his decision:

"I don't want to spend more time with my MBA program," explained Flynn. "I don't have the time to get relaxed or deserve. I am also very, very, very, appointed at the way the administration is running things."-Flynn's resignation comes within a week of Assistant Director of Athletics Tim Dillon's resignation and he is the fourth St. Mary's coach to resign in the past 11 years.

"The last time I talked to Dan I understand he was going to be returning again next year and I am very shocked to hear that he has resigned," said sophomore swim team member Mary Fisher. "We're qualified coaches, not return because of what seems to be a power play going on in the ath­letic administration and the athletes are suffering for it. I'm really disap­pointed. I feel Dan worked well with the team. I feel like I've improved really a lot this year."-Junior co-captains for next year, Anne Cushing and Joyce Murtough fume a lack of continuity in next year's team.

"The last three years I've had a see CUSHING, page 14

Gymnastics club has promise for the future after "rebuilding year"

Now that the school year is coming to an end, the gymnastics club finished the year with three tough meets against Bronco and Eastern Michigan.

In its meet against Purdue on Feb. 9, the gymnastics club defeated Purdue by five points. In that meet, Paul Nowak, a freshman, won the all-around title, while Matt Sennett, a sophomore, put in a strong performance in the vault with a score of 7.0 and the high bar with a score of 7.0.

In their next meet against School Craft, a strong varsity team, on Feb. 16, the men lost by a slim margin of 5 points, in which Nowak again won the all-around title with a score of 53.2. Another positive note in the meet was that the team as a whole scored a record-high 315.1 points. In their final meet of the year, the men lost to another strong varsity team from Eastern Michigan, but were very pleased with Mike Dowman's first all-around meet in which he scored a team-high 34 points.

"Basically this year was a rebuilding year because we lost two men to the London program this year's president Jim Gielp, and Rich Johns," says Tim Sen­nett, "along with Rich's gymnastic skills, he brings along a lot of leadership skills," comments Tim Sen­nett. "Next year, the team should be really strong because Paul Nowak will be a strong force, too and with the emergence of Mike as an all-arounder, and the im­provement of hard-working Matt Sennett, the club should have plenty to build on for next year.

The women's gymnastic club also had a good year and it had some very bright spots.

In its meet against Purdue, junior Cheryl Sydow won the all-around title with a score of 25.4 and a record-high score on the vault. Other outstanding performances came from senior Dena Heiner, who scored an 8.3 on the floor and 8.1 on the vault, freshman Jennifer Hoover, who received 0.1 on the balance beam, and Laurie Beal, who also did well on the beam with a score of 7.1. "Cheryl should perform very well next year," says Sennett. "The only drawback is she is a very slow starter. The up and coming gymnasts of this year, will really shine next year," remarks Sennett. "Next year. Also, the women of St. Mary's, Maureen Dantie and Rose Connell, will really help out the team with their specialities."

"Throughout my four years," adds Sennett, "coaching and coaching the family has been very rewarding because the people are great. Their future looks very bright and I wish them the best. We, the graduating seniors will definitely miss them all. Also, the team appreciates all the help Sandy Vam­sun has given to the team and thanks N.A. and St. Mary's for their faculties."

WATER POLO: With the water polo season completed in the fall, the team only had one tournament this spring in which it defeated Purdue. But lost to Northwestern. Mike Roberts led the team in scoring and he and Steve Guerrieri were named to the all-conference team. Mary Wats gained recognition by being one of the onlookers.

I am looking forward to next year," says Tom O'Reilly, "because we will be returning most of the players. We also welcome John Colley, Charlie Brady, Mike Roberts, and Steve Guerrieri. Also, with the building of the new pool, maybe our status in club will be upgraded to varsity, which is our goal.

"I am looking forward to next year," says Tom O'Reilly, "because we will be returning most of the players. We also welcome John Colley, Charlie Brady, Mike Roberts, and Steve Guerrieri. Also, with the building of the new pool, maybe our status in club will be upgraded to varsity, which is our goal.